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“Conference fatigue? Representations of the in/significance of academic conferences”

Academic conferences and the significance of representation
In contrast with other aspects of the academic profession, such as teaching, research and leadership,
conferences rarely form the focus of research in the higher education (HE) field (Henderson, 2015).
If we look beyond the HE research literature, however, it is clear that conferences do form an
important part of academic life. There are courses and guides that initiate early career researchers
into the processes of abstract submission, presentation preparation and delivery (eg. Becker, 2014),
and networking (eg. Kenway, Epstein and Boden, 2005). Furthermore, there are a number of
publications in research areas other than HE which highlight the importance of conferences to the
formation and maintaining of research communities (Hickson III, 2006; Jacobs and McFarlane,
2005; Parker and Weik, 2014; Thompson et al, 2012). Conferences, as sites where networks are
formed and careers developed (Acker, 2010; ANEF, 2014; Gross and Fleming, 2011), may also act
as exclusionary spaces (Ahmed, 2012; Lewis, 2009; Petzen, 2012), which are only open to those
with the time, resources and mobility to attend, and which, by means of gatekeeping (Nidiffer,
2010), affect what comes to be viewed as the ‘proper knowledge’ (Pereira, 2012) of a discipline.
Why then are conferences not more often formally studied in the HE research field?
This paper offers one explanation for this fact, which is based on a study of representations of
conferences across a number of textual sources, including fictional and academic literature, social
media, and newspaper articles and comment columns (see Table 1). The argument that I propose in
this paper accords with Reynolds’ (2014) analysis of the ways in which representations of HE lead
to particular (mis)understandings of HE. In Reynolds’ analysis, universities do not pre-exist their
representations. To the contrary, higher education is always understood through representations,
and pervasive representations may actually affect what HE is seen to be, and how it is experienced
(Edgerton, 2005; Reynolds, 2009; Tobolowsky, 2006). Reynolds provides the example of students
arriving at university expecting a Hollywood version of campus life, and judging their student
experience accordingly. The argument that I present in this paper takes the view that there is a
limited set of discourses – or representations – that are available to represent academic conferences,
and that these discourses affect the extent to which conferences are taken seriously as valuable sites
for HE research. In this paper, I explore some of the contradictions in the available discourses for
representing conferences. The sources for the paper (see Table 1) have been collected over a period
of two years as part of an ESRC-funded doctoral studentship which took conferences as its research
‘site’. Because the project focused on gender and feminist conferences, many of the academic
literature references are from this field, but the social media and newspaper sources have been
collated from a wide range of disciplinary areas.
Conference representations
For the purposes of this paper, I have selected two types of conference representation: the
‘conference fatigue’ representation and the ‘defining moment’ representation. The ‘conference
fatigue’ representation forecloses the representation of conferences as worthwhile. The ‘defining
moment’ representation, on the other hand, constructs conferences as pivotal to the development of
a discipline or research area. I have selected these representations because of the contrast between
them, which highlights the effect that a representational strategy may have on the way that a
conference is perceived.
i) Conference fatigue
The term ‘conference fatigue’ is used in informal academic conversations and commentaries, such
as blogs (Karlsson, 2007; Kitzel, 2015; Owens, 2011). Conference fatigue is used to refer both to a
feeling of discontent and weariness from attending too many conferences, and to the exhaustion that
may be experienced during a conference from attending too many presentations. Representations of
conference fatigue are characterised by (i) references to the embodied nature of conference
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attendance and (ii) comic devaluation of the significance of conferences as sites of academic
knowledge production. Conference fatigue representations thus often focus on the ‘non-academic’
facets of conference attendance, such as travel and airports, accommodation, clothing, food,
alcohol, small-talk and gossip, disco dancing, illness, and sex. These representations focus on the
physical constraints (and temptations) that prevent a conference delegate from fully accessing the
‘content’ of the conference presentations. Constraints include fatigue from travel, jetlag, hunger and
hang-over; temptations include meeting old friends and making new friends: these constraints and
temptations are portrayed either as leading to non-attendance of sessions or as an impediment to
concentrating in sessions. Conference fatigue representations capitalise on the bathetic juxtaposition
of abstract knowledge production with the bodies who produce this knowledge.
ii) Defining moment
In contrast to the ‘conference fatigue’ representation, the ‘defining moment’ representation refers to
a particular conference as the moment where a discipline changed track or a research area was
founded. As such this representation in fact solely concentrates on the ‘official content’ of the
conference, often a keynote presentation or plenary panel and the ensuing discussion. Defining
moment representations are often characterised by a lack of any detail about the conference at all. A
typical ‘defining moment’ representation states the year, the name and location of the conference,
and the transformation that occurred: ‘The 1994 Queer Studies Conference at the University of
Iowa fostered the first truly international network of emerging transgender scholars’ (Stryker,
2006). Defining moment representations often occur in academic literature, where they serve as
markers in chronological accounts of research fields.
The (in)significance of conferences
In bringing together the ‘conference fatigue’ and ‘defining moment’ representations of conferences,
I have shown the contrasts and contradictions in different modes of representation. On the one hand,
the conference fatigue representation, which focuses on the embodied rituals and practices of
conference attendance, forecloses engagement with the academic knowledge production of a
conference. On the other hand, the defining moment representation, which transforms the
conference into an abstract signifier for a shift in a discipline, elides the complexity and
heterogeneity of any conference experience. With reference to the aforementioned research on the
effects that available representations – and representational strategies – may have on the
possibilities for understanding an HE phenomenon, this paper concludes that analysing
representations of academic conferences is an important step in establishing conferences as a site
for HE research.
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Table 1 - Representations of academic conferences: sources by type
Type of Source
Academic journal
article
Academic book or
book chapter
Conference paper/
seminar
Novel or short story
Blog post
Facebook post
Times Higher
Education or other
magazine
Records of
conversations
TOTAL

Total number of
sources included for
study
28

Total number of
sources referred to for
‘conference fatigue’
10

Total number of
sources referred to for
‘defining moment’
9

22

5

13

6

2

4

4
6
5
23

3
6
4
8

2
0
0
5

6

5

1

100

43

34

